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CircleCircle
Winner’sWinner’sTheThe

Check out the flies used at the World Youth Fly Fishing
      Championships in Portugal. Many of these patterns  
                    will work on a trout stream near you.
                    Article by Caleb Boyle ~ Photography by David Klausmeyer

I
n August 2008, I had the honor of competing in the World Youth Fly 
Fishing Championships as a part of the U.S. Youth Fly Fishing Team. 
The competition took place in the mountains of northern Portugal, and 
required us to fool some of the spookiest fish on the planet. To succeed, 
every aspect of our game had to be perfect: our presentations had to be 
accurate, and we had to select the right patterns. Many of the flies we took 
and were introduced to in Portugal are equally as potent on North American 

trout streams. Before I share these patterns with you, let me first describe some of the 
fishing conditions we encountered in Portugal, as well as how we chose our fly patterns.
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The young anglers at the World Youth Fly Fishing 
Championships used a variety of innovative flies. 
Try some of their patterns on your local waters.
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CDC Soft Hackle Squirrel Nymph

This is a cul de canard version of a Red Fox Squirrel Nymph. It 
was one of our staple nymphs in Portugal. In addition to fish-
ing this nymph dead-drift or on a swing, we also had success 

jigging it in brushy pockets from the banks. The CDC gives the fly 
movement when either swinging or jigging it. To tie this fly, I insert 
chopped CDC and dubbing together into a dubbing loop, and wrap 
the thorax without a wing case. I then pick out the dubbing and CDC 
and stroke it back to make a fly with a sort of soft hackle.
Hook: Tiemco TMC3671, sizes 14 to 10.
Weight: Gold or copper tungsten bead head and lead wire.
Thread: Orange 8/0 (70 denier).
Tail: Squirrel guard hairs.
Abdomen: Whitlock’s SLF fox squirrel dubbing.
Rib: Small gold tinsel.
Thorax: Chopped natural dun CDC and olive Ice Dub, mixed  
    and spun into a dubbing loop.
Hotspot: Tying thread.

Woolly Bugger

What can I say about this universal pattern? But, seeing such a 
common pattern used in international competition validates 
its effectiveness.

Every competitor tied a slightly different variation, so I will give you 
mine. I like a short marabou tail; my theory is that it results in more 
hookups when fish nip at the end of the fly. Plus, the fish in Portugal 
were on the small side, so we tied our streamers accordingly.

Hook: Tiemco TMC3679 size 10 to 6.
Weight: Bead head and lead wire.
Thread: Fluorescent orange 8/0 (70 denier).
Tail: Black marabou.
Body: Olive Ice Dub.
Hackle: Black.
Hot spot: Tying thread.

French Hare’s-Ear Nymph

The French team showed us this variation of the ever-popular 
Hare’s-Ear Nymph—after the competition was over. It is a very 
simpler fly, but the French anglers enjoyed good success using 

it: their team won the gold medal.      
   This pattern has no wing case, and other than a thread hot spot behind 
the bead, there is no thorax. The fly is heavily weighted with lead wire 
and a tungsten bead head. Use a sparse amount of dubbing and spin it 
very tight to make the body as dense as possible; this helps the fly sink 
quicker than a large fuzzy nymph. The original French Hare’s-Ear Nymph 
used peach-colored thread for the hot spot, but I haven’t found thread in 
that exact shade, so I just use yellow or orange thread.

Hook: Tiemco TMC3671, size 18 to 12.
Weight: Copper or gold bead head and lead wire.
Thread: Yellow or peach 8/0 (70 denier).
Tail: Hare’s-ear guard hairs.
Body: Hare’s-ear mask dubbing.
Rib: Gold or copper wire.
Hot spot: Thread.

CDC Caddis

This is truly a unique pattern that Jorge Pisco, our guide, showed 
us. The wing is made with three natural dun CDC oiler “puff” 
feathers. If tied on a light-wire hook, this fly floats extremely 

well. It is also almost weightless and lands lightly on the water: if you 
spook a fish, you can pretty much bet that it is due to the shadow of 
your line and not the fly hitting the water. To dry this pattern, Pisco 
squeezes it in a cotton shirt sleeve or facial tissue, and then gives it 
a couple of hard blows from the rear to fluff up the fibers. Finally, he 
treats it with dry floatant powder. This process does not take long, 
and it enables you to fish his fly for a very long time.

Hook: Tiemco TMC103BL, sizes 13 to 17, or Tiemco TMC100,  
    sizes 18 to 14.
Thread: Blue dun 8/0 (70 denier).
Body: Olive goose biot.
Wing: Three natural dun cul de canard puffs.

Frenchie

The Frenchie is a popular variation of the common Pheasant-Tail 
Nymph. There are many different versions of this fly, but none 
I know of feature any type of wing case. All Frenchies feature 

an orange or red “hot spot” thorax of dubbing or thread. I like to 
counter-wrap the wire over the body to better secure the pheasant-
tail fiber tail.

Hook: Tiemco TMC3671, sizes 18 to 10.
Weight: Copper or gold tungsten bead head and lead wire.
Thread: Fluorescent fire orange 8/0 (70 denier).
Tail: Pheasant tail fibers.
Body: Pheasant tail fibers.
Rib: Copper wire.
Hot spot: Hot orange dubbing.

CDC & Elk Caddis

As the name suggests, this is a pattern similar to an Elk-Hair 
Caddis. It was created by Hans Wheilenmann. The major 
difference is this fly is tied with deer hair. There is also no 

hackle, but it floats surprisingly well. Just remember to refrain 
from using any paste-type flotant on the cul de canard body. It 
also provides a more accurate imitation than an Elk-Hair Caddis 
because it rides lower in the water.

Hook: Tiemco TMC103BL, sizes 13 to 17, or Tiemco TMC100,  
    sizes 18 to 14.
Thread: Blue dun 8/0 (70 denier).
Body: Cul de canard twisted and wrapped on the hook shank.
Wing: Deer hair.

Mayfly Cripple

The Mayfly Cripple was another dry-fly pattern we used. We tied 
these in very small sizes (down to 20 and 18) to imitate the 
small mayflies we found in Portugal. This is an excellent pat-

tern that I often use here in the United States. Because of the pres-
ence of the nymphal shuck, the trout know that this fly isn’t getting 
away too quickly.

Hook: Tiemco TMC103 BL, sizes 19 to 13, or Tiemco TMC100,
    sizes 10 to 12.
Thread: Olive 8/0 (70 denier).
Tail: Brown Z-lon.
Abdomen: Pheasant tail fibers.
Rib: Fine copper wire.
Thorax: Olive Superfine dubbing.
Wing: Deer hair and natural cul de canard.
Hackle: Medium Dun.

Itor Dry Fly

The Itor is a dry fly that a Spanish competitor showed our 
coach several years ago. It’s most likely a caddisfly imita-
tion—at least that’s what I think the Portuguese fish thought 

it was. The Itor is sort of a CDC version of a Henryville Special.

Hook: Tiemco TMC103BL, sizes 13 to 17, or Tiemco TMC100,
    sizes 18 to 14.
Thread: Blue dun 8/0 (70 denier).
Tail: Grouse or other speckled feathers fibers.
Abdomen: Olive Superfine Dubbing.
Rib: Badger or medium dun hackle, palmer-wrapped over  
    the body.
Wing case: Brown Thin Skin or a substitute.
Thorax: Olive Superfine Dubbing.
Wings: Natural dun cul de canard.
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Setting the Stage
The trout streams in Portugal are generally small and very 
clear with constant flows; the water is so clear, in fact, that 
many streams are twice as deep as they first appeared. The 
wild brown trout inhabiting these streams are extremely 
wary; the mere hint of a shadow or the slightest commo-
tion sends them into hiding. We did much of our fishing 
crawling and kneeling from the banks.

In addition to wanting our flies to imitate the food in 
the local trout streams, we had other qualifications for the 
patterns we selected. For dry flies, we wanted very light 
imitations that would not spook fish when they landed on 
the water. For nymphs, we wanted small but very heavy 
patterns that would break through the surface and quickly 
sink into the fast, deep riffles and pockets; to maximize the 
weight, we made all these flies with tungsten heads and 
lots of lead wire.

Jorge Pisco, our guide, introduced us to many of the fa-
vorite local flies. Jorge is a European fly-fishing champion 
and co-owns a fly shop on the Alva River. (To learn more 
about Jorge’s shop, go to www.AlvaFlyFishing.com.) The 
Alva was one of the competition venues, and this is where 
Jorge showed us the effectiveness of flies that contain cul 
de canard. He uses CDC not only in his dry flies, but also 
in his nymphs; CDC tails, wing cases, dubbing, and collars 
are all fair game. Most American tiers use CDC because of 
its high-floating qualities, but this common material adds 
great lifelike movement to subsurface patterns; the trout in 
Portugal seem to prefer flies that exhibit movement.

Caddisflies Were Important
Caddisflies make up the majority of the aquatic insects in 
Portugal. A pupa and emerging adult caddisfly typically 

has a lot of movement, and the amazing pulsating quality 
of CDC imitates this motion perfectly. By the time we left 
Portugal, I was a believer in cul de canard.

We were required to use flies tied on barbless hooks. 
We used many brands of high-quality barbless hooks, some 
of which are hard to locate; however, you do not have  
to use barbless hooks to tie the patterns featured in this 
article. I am listing popular equivalent hooks in the pattern 
recipes so you can easily duplicate the flies we discovered 
in Portugal.

Competing on the U.S. Youth Fly Fishing Team was an 
experience I will never forget. Eight countries participated 
in the 2008 World Youth Fly Fishing Championships, and 
our team placed fourth; France won first place, followed 
by Slovakia and Spain. With respect to individual scoring, 
I placed 15th out of a total of 40 competitors.

Our team holds tryouts for young anglers every year. 
These events offer a great opportunity for fledgling fly fish-
ers to meet and learn from the best anglers in the sport. 
George Daniel and Loren Williams are our coaches, and 
every year the team travels to compete in the annual FIPS-
Mouche World Youth Fly Fishing Championships.

The accompanying flies will work wherever you fish. 
They fooled the wily brown trout in Portugal, and I know 
they will catch fish in your local trout stream.

Eighteen-year-old Caleb Boyle lives in North Carolina. His 
first article, “Perfecting Parachutes,” appeared in the Autumn 
2008 issue of this magazine. It’s exciting to discover a young tier 
such as Caleb, and we look forward to a long association with 
this fine young man.

To learn more about the U.S Youth Fly Fishing Team, check 
out www.usyouthflyfishingteam.com.

Foam Ant

This is another one of Pisco’s unique patterns. There were not a 
lot of terrestrials other than ants in Portugal. When it rained, the 
big black ants got washed into the streams. We made sure that 

we carried a few of these everywhere we fished.

Hook: Tiemco TMC103 BL, sizes 13 to 11, or Tiemco TMC100,  
    sizes 14 to 10.
Thread: Black 8/0 (70 denier).
Body: Black closed-cell foam.
Wings: White goose biots.
Hackle: Black.

Rubber-Leg Fox Squirrel Nymph

This fly, originated by Dave Whitlock, requires little introduc-
tion. We used larger rubber-legged versions of this pattern 
to fish the fastest water or trailing behind streamers.

Hook: Tiemco TMC3671, sizes 14 to 10.
Weight: Copper or nickel tungsten bead head and lead wire.
Thread: Orange 6/0 (70 denier).
Tail: Squirrel body guard hairs.
Abdomen: Whitlock’s SLF fox squirrel dubbing.
Rib: Small gold tinsel.
Legs: Orange grizzly-barred crazy legs.
Thorax: Whitlock’s SLF fox squirrel dubbing.


